GRAPHIC 45 TYPEWRITER BOX

SUPPLIES NEEDED:

- 3/16” THICK POSTER BOARD
- REGULAR CHIPBOARD
- GRAPHIC 45 PAPERS
- GRAPHIC 45 CHIPBOARD
- 2 TIM HOLTZ IDEA-LOGY FAUCET KNOBS
- 3/8” DIAMETER ROUND ALPHA STICKERS
- SHARP CRAFT KNIFE
- PAPER TRIMMER (OR ELECTRONIC CUTTING MACHINE)
- SCISSORS
- SCOR-TAPE
- GLUE
- FLOWERS, GEMSTONES
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PREPARE THE FOLLOWING CUT PIECES:

CUT THE FOLLOWING FROM 3/16” THICK POSTER BOARD:
- **Piece #1:** 4 side pieces (from pattern download)
- **Piece #2:** 1 back piece 3 ¾” x 5”
- **Piece #3:** 2 bottom platform pieces 2 ¼” x 5”
- **Piece #4:** 3 typewriter key platform pieces 1 ¾” x 4”
- **Piece #5:** 2 space bar pieces ½” x 4”
- **Piece #6:** 2 large curved upper platform pieces (from pattern download)
- **Piece #7:** 1 small curved upper platform piece (from pattern download)
- **Piece #8:** 1 upper piece 2 ¼” x 5 ¾”
- **Piece #9:** 1 upper piece 1 ¾” x 5 ¾”

CUT THE FOLLOWING FROM CHIPBOARD:
- **Piece #10:** 1 piece of chipboard 3 ¾” x 5” (interior wall behind keyboard)
- **Piece #11:** 1 piece of chipboard 4 ¾” x 5 ¾” (typewriter base)

CUT THE FOLLOWING GRAPHIC 45 PAPER PIECES TO COVER POSTER BOARD:
- **Piece #1:** 4 side pieces (from pattern download)
- **Piece #2:** 2 back pieces 3 ¾” x 5”
- **Piece #3:** 1 bottom platform piece 2 ¼” x 5”
  - Also cut 6/16” strips to cover sides
- **Piece #4:** 1 typewriter key platform piece 1 ¾” x 4”
  - Also cut 9/16” strips to cover sides
- **Piece #5:** 1 space bar piece ½” x 4”
  - Also cut 6/16” (3/8”) strip to cover sides
- **Piece #6:** 1 large curved upper platform piece (from pattern download)
  - Also cut 6/16” (3/8”) strips to cover sides
- **Piece #7:** 1 small curved upper platform piece (from pattern download)
  - Also cut 3/16” strips to cover sides
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• Piece #8: 1 Upper piece 2 ¼” x 5 ¾”
  ◦ Also cut 3/16” strips to cover sides
• Piece #9: 1 Upper piece 1 ¾” x 5 ¾”
  ◦ Also cut 3/16” strips to cover sides

Cut the following Graphic 45 paper pieces to cover chipboard:
• Piece #10: 2 pieces 3 ¾” x 5” (wall behind keyboard)
• Piece #11: 1 piece 4 ¾” x 5 ¾” (typewriter base)

Cut the following Graphic 45 paper pieces for tubes:
• Piece #12: 1 bottom tube piece 5” x 6”
• Piece #13: 2 top paper-rolling tube pieces 4 ¾” x 6”
• Piece #14: 4 cut-out circles 1 ¼” diameter each (for top paper-rolling tube)
• Piece #15: 4 pieces measuring ¼” x 3” (for top paper-rolling tube)

Cut the following Graphic 45 paper for typewriter keys:
• Piece #16: 10 strips measuring 1” x 9”
• Piece #17: 10 strips measuring ¾” x 9”
• Piece #18: 10 strips measuring ½” x 9”
• Piece #19: 9 strips measuring ¼” x 9”

Steps to assemble

1. Download the pattern pieces. You can either cut them out manually, or use an electronic cutting machine. Cutting files for cutting out the pattern and the Graphic 45 paper pieces for Silhouette Cameo and Pazzles can be downloaded.

2. Once the pattern pieces have been cut, trace each pattern piece onto the poster board the number of times
INDICATED AND THEN CUT THE PIECES OUT USING A SHARP CRAFT KNIFE.

3. USE SANDPAPER TO SMOOTH THE ROUGH AREAS.

4. FOR THE SIDE PIECES (PIECE #1), GLUE TWO TOGETHER. GLUE THE REST OF THE PIECES TOGETHER THAT HAVE MORE THAN ONE PIECE.

5. THIS PROJECT USES THE GRAPHIC 45 PAPERS “WANDERLUST” FROM COME AWAY WITH ME, SOLID BLACK PAPER FROM 6X6 MOTHER GOOSE, AND “PLAYFUL PALS” FROM RAINING CATS AND DOGS.

6. COVER THE SIDES OF THE POSTER BOARD PIECES WITH THE GRAPHIC 45 STRIPS (3/16” FOR SINGLE LAYER, 6/16” FOR TWO LAYERS, AND 9/16” FOR 3 LAYERS). NOTE: THE TYPEWRITER KEY PLATFORM (PIECE #4) IS THE ONLY PIECE WITH 3 LAYERS OF POSTER BOARD.

7. ADHERE THE BACK POSTER BOARD (PIECE #2) BETWEEN THE TWO SIDE PIECES (PIECE #1) WHERE THE TOPS OF THE SIDE PIECES END AT THE BACK.

8. LINE UP AND CENTER THE 5 ¾” SIDE EDGE OF THE CHIPBOARD BASE (PIECE #11) WITH THE BACK PIECE (PIECE #2) OF THE POSTER BOARD ON THE Underside and ADHERE.

9. TAKE THE GRAPHIC 45 BOTTOM TUBE PIECE (PIECE #12) AND MEASURE 2 ½” FROM THE END OF THE 5” SIDE ON THE REVERSE SIDE. PLACE SCORE-TAPE ACROSS THE 2 ½” MARK AND THEN AGAIN AT THE EDGE FURTHEST FROM THE 2 ½” MARK.

10. ROLL THE EDGE OF THE SIDE CLOSEST TO THE 2 ½” MARK AND LINE IT UP TO WHERE THE SCOR-TAPE begins AND ROLL IT TO THE END FORMING A TUBE THAT MEASURES ABOUT ¾” DIAMETER.
11. Place Score-Tape along the length and then position the tube (Piece #12) between the two side pieces (Piece #1) at the front and adhere to the chipboard base (Piece #11).

12. Center the typewriter key platform (Piece #4) at the back of the bottom platform (Piece #3) and adhere.

13. Position and glue the space bar (Piece #5) at the front of the bottom platform (Piece #3).

14. Center and adhere the chipboard interior wall (Piece #10) to the back of the bottom platform (Piece #3).

15. To make the typewriter keys (Pieces 16-19), take each of the 39 Graphic 45 strips of varying heights and roll them tightly to form a cylinder about 3/8” diameter and then seal the end with adhesive.

16. Apply Scor-Tape across the typewriter key platform (Piece #4) for each of the 4 rows of keys.

17. Place the keys (Pieces 16-19) in rows on the typewriter key platform (Piece #4)

18. Apply the alpha stickers to the tops of the keys (Pieces 16-19).

19. Apply glue to the bottom platform (Piece #3) and insert between the two sides (Piece #1) and adhere just behind the front tube (Piece #12).

20. You can now see that there is an interior box formed that can hold photos, stationery, or other mementoes.

21. For the top of the typewriter, glue the pieces together in order as shown:
Piece #6 on bottom, then Piece #7, then Piece #8, and finally Piece #9 on top

22. Take one of the top paper-rolling tube pieces (Piece #13) and measure and mark 1 ¾” from one end of the reverse side of the 4 ¾” side. Apply Scor-Tape across this mark and also across the end of the paper closest to the 1 ¾” mark.

23. Take the edge of the paper furthest from the Scor-Tape and roll the paper and line it with the edge of the Scor-Tape and then roll it to the end. This will form a tube with an approximate 1 ¼” diameter.

24. Cut or use a punch and make 4 end-cap circles (Piece #14) of about 1 ¼” diameter.

25. Glue two circles (Piece #14) together for added strength.

26. Take 2 of the Piece #15 tab strips and glue them across the back of the circle (Piece #14) forming a “plus sign.” Repeat with the other circle (Piece #14).

27. Apply Scor-Tape to the exposed inside edges of the tabs/strips (Piece #15) and fold inward.

28. Punch a hole through the center of the end-cap circles (Piece #14) and then apply the Tim Holtz Faucet Knobs.

29. Place the end-cap circles (Piece #14) at the end of the tube (Piece #13) and use the tabs/strips (Piece #15) to adhere to the roll (Piece #13).

30. Take the other top paper-rolling tube piece (Piece #13) and wrap it around the tube (Piece #13) and adhere it to hide the tabs/strips (Piece #15) and provide added strength to the tube (Piece #13).
31. Adhere Graphic 45 newsprint onto the tube (Piece #13) and then center and adhere the top paper-rolling tube (Piece 13) to the top platform (Piece #9). You can simply lift the top to reveal the box.

32. Decorate with Graphic 45 chipboard, along with flowers and gemstones.